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The correction in oil prices has had serious consequences
for the cash flows of oil producing and service companies
alike, as well as industrial companies that make the
equipment used by energy companies.
While oil is an important macroeconomic variable
impacting consumer companies, several others have
actually turned out to be much more important for
consumer stocks over the last 12 months.
For most developed-market oil companies, a falling oil
price means lower profits; this is not always the case
for emerging market companies.
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A year ago, the oil price was in freefall. Brent
crude prices had spent much of the first half
of 2014 at around U.S.$100 per barrel, but by
November 2014, the oil price had started to
plummet. Twelve months on, and with the oil
price now halved, the slump shows no sign
of ending.
The impact of this lower price has been felt far
and wide in the global economy. It has been
calamitous for many companies with direct
exposure to the oil industry, but elsewhere there
have been clear beneficiaries. Winners and losers
have quite often been polarised at regional and
sector levels, while in some instances the net
overall effect is still hard to gauge.
In this paper, our analysts and portfolio
managers discuss the impact of the continuing
low oil price and give their views on how this
has influenced fundamental company analysis
and stockpicking.

“With U.S. supply at the centre of this crisis, it is
from here that I also expect the solution. Shale
oil is short cycle in nature and this, coupled with
a reduction in capital spending, will lead to a
new balance being found (at higher oil prices).”
Robbie McNab, Global Resources Analyst
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Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration.
Source: Baker Hughes North America Rig Count. (www.bakerhughes.com/rig-count).
UBS, Global Oil & Gas Analyser, 9 September 2015.
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Oil and oil services
Over the past five years U.S. oil production has seen a
resurgence thanks to shale oil. It rose sharply from 5.5
million barrels of oil per day in 2010 to over 9 million barrels
per day in 2015.1 While everything looked good for the
oil industry in 2014, this new supply overwhelmed global
demand, leading to the falling price. Since its peak in 2014,
the oil price has dropped to below U.S.$50 today as the
market tries to find a new equilibrium. This correction has
had serious consequences for the cash flows of oil producing
and service companies alike.
With U.S. supply at the centre of this crisis, it is from
here that I also expect the solution. Shale oil is short cycle
in nature and this, coupled with a reduction in capital
spending, will lead to a new balance being found (at higher
oil prices). U.S. exploration and production (E&P) companies
have been quick to respond to the downturn with the U.S.
rig count falling by almost 60%.2 Capital spending (capex) is
estimated to fall by over 30% in 20153 with early indications
from companies pointing to a further reduction of more
than 25% in 2016. We expect these spending declines to lead
to falling U.S. oil production in 2016. In combination with
an eventual upturn in demand, this should lead to a more
balanced market and the oil price moving closer to a normal
level, which we believe is between U.S.$70 and U.S.$75
per barrel.

The collapse in exploration and production capex has led to
an extremely tough environment for service and equipment
companies. Lower activity has been compounded by
production companies pushing hard for price discounts,
with many product lines down anecdotally 30% or more.
While we expect a recovery in the oil price to lead to better
times for the service sector, we remain cautious on the
nearer-term outlook. Massive efficiency gains are allowing
E&P’s to do more with less. One U.S. E&P company recently
highlighted that it is drilling wells more than 50% faster
than it was in 2014.
We believe these efficiency gains will mean lower rig counts
are needed going forward with obvious consequences for
relevant parts of the chain.
Stockpicking is tricky in this environment. We continue
to navigate these conditions by focusing on companies that
exhibit three key characteristics: balance-sheet strength;
capital efficient growth; and exposure to low break-even
acreage. In our opinion, any company showing these traits
will be well positioned for an upturn in the oil price while
maintaining flexibility for opportunistic mergers and
acquisitions (M&A).4 We believe higher prices are just
a matter of time and this should lead to better times
for the sector.

“As oil companies have rapidly reined in their
investment plans over the last 12 months,
demand for these products has collapsed and
revenues of companies that make them have
been under significant pressure.”
Matthew Franklin, Global Industrials & Utilities Analyst
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Industrials
The industrials sector has been one of the hardest hit
by the fall in oil and gas prices and the dramatic fall in
industry investment levels that have followed. The oil &
gas industry is one of the largest end markets in terms of
capital expenditure for the sector, supporting companies
that make a wide variety of equipment — including
engines, pumps, compressors, valves and actuators.
As oil companies have rapidly reined in their investment
plans over the last 12 months, demand for these products
has collapsed and revenues of companies that make them
have been under significant pressure. Because this type of
equipment is often used in extremely harsh environments
(deep at sea, under high temperatures or high pressure)
they are typically very highly engineered and specialised
products that generate higher-than-average margins for
the companies that make them.
As a result, the weakness in this part of their business has
had a significant impact on profitability for many of these
companies. On top of that, pricing for oil & gas equipment
suppliers has been under significant pressure. Because of
this, margins have often been far weaker than expected.
However, it is not just the obvious products that are
directly used by the oil companies where there has been
an effect — the collapse in the oil price has also negatively
impacted broader investment levels in the regions that
are heavily exposed to oil and gas. Over the last decade,
for instance, there has been a boom in construction
activity in Texas associated with the oil & gas industry
— companies have been building infrastructure such as
hotels, restaurants and roads. With the oil & gas companies
cutting employment levels, this investment has come to an
end. This has put significant pressure on the construction
equipment rental companies with both rental rates and
equipment utilisation falling significantly. Having said
that, we believe there are still investment opportunities in
this environment. Our focus remains on companies that
have protective moats, pricing power and can demonstrate
sustainable competitive advantages.

Mergers and acquisitions (M&A) is a general term used to refer to the consolidation of companies. A merger is a combination of two companies to form a new company, while an
acquisition is the purchase of one company by another in which no new company is formed.
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Consumer
As the oil price started to crumble in late 2014, consumer
stocks rallied strongly on the theory that falling gasoline
prices put more money in the pocket of consumers, leading
to higher consumer spending. Many fast-moving consumer
goods (FMCG) staples were expected to see gross margin
expansion due to lower raw-material prices and reduced
packaging and transportation costs. The reality has turned
out to be somewhat different.
There are a large number of macroeconomic variables
impacting consumer companies. While oil is an important
one, several others have actually turned out to be much more
important for consumer stocks over the last 12 months. These
include depreciating currencies (either due to central bank
policies or collapsing confidence in emerging markets), wage
inflation pressures, rapidly growing e-commerce penetration
or changing marketing patterns. One large U.S. retailer, for
example, cut its guidance in October this year, citing a need
to invest further in wages to attract and retain minimumwage employees.
Whether a consumer name benefits from the lower oil price
depends a great deal on where they are based, and the extent
of their global operations. Therefore, it is important to look
at what is happening at a regional level. As a general rule,
countries which are net importers of oil, such as the U.S.,
Europe and India, have seen a benefit. Other countries, such
as Canada, South Africa, Brazil and Malaysia, which are all
net exporters of commodities, have all been hurt. GDP5 in
these countries is so dependent on natural resources (such
as oil) that, in this environment, it is harder for any sort of
consumer bounce to take place. As a consequence, currencies
like the real, rand and ringgit have been hard hit.6

For many global companies, the impact of depreciating
currencies has had a negative effect. This has been both in
terms of the impact of translational (i.e. converting revenues
from a local currency into dollars) and transactional (selling
goods in a country like Brazil which are sourced in dollars
— impacting margins). For European-based competitors, the
depreciating euro has turned into a competitive advantage
against the U.S. players.
In developed markets, there is clear evidence of the oil price
slump benefiting one consumer industry — tobacco. U.S.
tobacco sales had been declining, but now appear to have
stabilised this year. Consumers are saving at the pump and
buying more cigarettes at gas stations. Not surprisingly,
U.S. tobacco stocks have been some of the best-performing
names. It is interesting, though, that some major soft-drink
manufacturers, which had previously cited the rising oil price
as a headwind to consumer spending, have not seen any
similar benefit.
Ultimately, from a stockpicking perspective there is no set
pattern to the influence a low oil price can have and it has to
be taken as just one factor when we consider the fundamental
prospects for individual companies.

“Countries, such as Canada, South Africa, Brazil and Malaysia, which
are all net exporters of commodities, have all been hurt. GDP in these
countries is so dependent on natural resources (such as oil) that, in this
environment, it is harder for any sort of consumer bounce to take place”
Gaurav Jain, Global Consumer Analyst
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Gross Domestic Product (“GDP”) is an economic statistic which measures the market value of all final goods and services produced within a country in a given period of time.
The real is the currency of Brazil; the rand is the currency of South Africa; and the ringgit is the currency of Malaysia.

Emerging markets
Many developing economies7 have, at their heart, a reliance
on strong commodity prices and their economic growth
has been predicated on exporting natural resources. The
volatility in oil has come at the same time as weakness in
other commodities such as copper and iron ore. Therefore,
the impact of the oil price change has been severely felt
in some emerging markets.
The impact of a lower oil price varies greatly. For most
developed-market oil companies, a falling oil price means
lower profits; this is not always the case for emerging
market companies.
It is true that countries like Brazil and Russia have been hard
hit, both economically and as a result of significant currency
depreciation against the U.S. dollar. However, as resourcefocused economies this is not surprising. What might not
be as obvious, is that Russian oil companies today remain
rather insulated from the oil price fall in U.S. dollar terms.
With the depreciation of the ruble, Russia has effectively
lowered production costs of national oil output. In addition,
while across emerging markets in general, the oil & gas
sector is following global trends of cutting operating costs
and capital investments — for many Russian companies,
these are up in ruble terms.

domestic prices artificially low). In the case of fuel subsidies,
India, for example, has benefited from the low oil price as a
net importer, but the adjustment in subsidies mean the price
of diesel has not fallen in line with international prices.
However, in India’s case, the low oil price has eased the
country’s current account deficit8 and deregulation of fuel
prices has helped reduce the cost of subsidy burden for both
government finances and state-owned oil & gas producers.
Whether a country is a net importer or exporter is not the
only factor in being a low oil price beneficiary. For example,
any upside China might have seen as a result of falling
prices has been offset by the wider effects of its slowing
economy (forecasts for GDP growth were scaled back to
7% earlier this year). In China’s case though, its position
as the largest source of global oil demand growth, means
it is also a main protagonist in keeping oil prices low,
as its own economic conditions have a negative impact
on global demand.

Investors though cannot ignore the fact that the U.S. dollar
value of these profits are down materially — and any
company which has taken advantage of cheap U.S. dollar
funding now faces a larger hurdle to repay it.

Is the current environment enough to make us reconsider
oil-exposed companies? At the moment, the answer is still
no. We remain cautious on the oil & gas sector due to a lack
of conviction in delivery of company strategy or on valuation
grounds. This, in many cases, is a reflection of the high
level of government ownership within emerging market oil
companies, which can lead to a lack of transparency and
these companies conducting ’national service’ for the benefit
of individual countries’ agendas over shareholder interests.

For emerging market consumers, the cheaper fuel prices
seen in the U.S. have failed to materialise to the same extent.
Regulated gasoline prices in Brazil, for example, are today
higher in local currency than they were a year ago. The
reasons, which have prevented fuel costs from falling in
step with global oil prices, vary from country to country.
These include currency weakness, increased taxes, or a
readjustment of fuel subsidies (which have previously kept

Because of the low oil price, there are a huge variety of
potential outcomes within the asset class and we are actively
monitoring developments — favoring companies where
we find compelling stock-specific attributes at an attractive
valuation that, importantly, will be able to sustain operations
as the low oil price persists. Additionally, we favor a number
of companies in other sectors where we see cost benefits
from the lower oil price.

“There are a huge variety of potential outcomes within the asset class and we are
actively monitoring developments — maintaining exposure to companies where we
find compelling stock-specific attributes at an attractive valuation that, importantly,
will be able to sustain operations as the low oil price persists.”
Thomas Larsen, Global Emerging Markets
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Emerging markets are nations with social or business activity in the process of rapid growth and industrialization. These nations are sometimes also referred to as developing or less
developed countries.
A current account deficit is when a country’s government, businesses and individuals import more goods, services and capital than they export.
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North America
New technologies, including horizontal drilling and hydraulic
fracturing, have dramatically altered the energy landscape in
the U.S., creating a cheap and abundant source of oil and gas.
Despite the increase in production, the U.S. still remains a net
oil importer, albeit not as much as in past years.
We believe that the decline in the oil price over the last year
will, on balance, be positive for economic growth, but there
are a number of cross-currents to consider. Energy extraction
alone is a very small fraction of GDP, but it has been a strong
contributor to economic growth in recent years as it has driven
job creation and significant investment in adjacent industries.
With the correction in commodities, the energy industry
has gone into preservation mode with a combination of cost
reduction and capital spending cuts. This impact has been
felt across the manufacturing sector. However, on the positive
side, the U.S. consumer is benefiting from lower gasoline and
energy prices.
The decline in the oil price has had implications for how we
think about things, not only for our investments in the energy
sector, but across other sectors as well. We do not directly
forecast commodity prices, but focus on company specifics
and look for resilience of the investment case in a range of
scenarios. We continue to like the oil producers that can deliver
attractive debt-adjusted production growth and those that can
support their dividend, despite lower commodity prices.
Though valuations are intriguing, we still think it is too early
to be investing in the oil service sector given over-capacity
and weak pricing. Outside of that, we think that opportunities
are emerging in consumer-exposed companies. To date, the
windfall from lower energy prices hasn’t translated into higher
consumer spending, but we remain optimistic that this will
happen given recovery in labour markets, a stronger housing
market and improving consumer confidence.

“We believe that the decline in the oil price
over the last year will, on balance, be positive
for economic growth, but there are a number
of cross-currents to consider.”
Penny Kyle, Head of North America
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Europe
Oil service companies in Europe have also suffered from the
oil price crash and huge cuts in capex from oil companies.
These businesses have been slow to change their business
models as they are geared for growth. Oil producers are
slashing spending budgets given to oil service companies as a
result of lower revenue, while firms which price their products
relative to the oil price are also suffering due to price deflation.
Particularly affected are upstream chemical companies. In
terms of individual countries, Norway in particular, which
has a large exposure to the oil industry, has struggled with
the market downturn and its central bank cut rates as a
consequence in September.
However, the weaker oil price is having a positive impact for
consumers due to lower fuel costs and, coupled with falling
electricity prices, this has helped both corporate costs and
consumers. At the start of the year, it looked like there would
be an economic tug of war between the inherent benefits of
the falling oil price for consumers and the large problems
facing industrials and oil & gas sectors. While this has been
the case, we have seen more of the negative side of the low
oil price and less, so far, of the positive. The opportunities
for investors are certainly there in the European market.
The weaknesses in both emerging markets and the problems
caused by a low oil price should play out by the end of year,
or early in 2016 in our opinion, and we should then expect
to see significant growth for European companies as they
are aided by the low oil price and the low euro.
While a low oil price, and therefore cheaper energy, is positive
for the eurozone, it potentially keeps the region in deflationary
territory for longer. Quantitative easing (QE)9 which was
introduced by the European Central Bank10 this year, has
succeeded in keeping the euro low, but further stimulus could
be introduced due to this lack of inflation. QE has so far been
deflationary and this has fuelled currency wars and effectively
boosted the U.S. dollar.

“…the problems caused by a low oil price should
play out by the end of year, or early in 2016, and
we should then expect to see significant growth
for European companies…”
Steven Frost, Portfolio Manager European Long/Short

Quantitative easing (QE) refers to a monetary policy implemented by a central bank in which it increases the excess reserves of the banking system through the direct purchase of debt securities.
The European Central Bank (ECB) is responsible for the monetary system of the European Union (EU) and the euro currency.

Australia
It’s no surprise that, as a whole, Australian energy
companies have underperformed the broader market over
the past 12 months, as the oil price fall has not been offset
by a weaker Australian dollar. Relative performance within
the sector has been variable and those with high operational
and financial leverage have underperformed the lower-cost,
larger producers with better balance sheets.
All companies are cutting costs, including discretionary
exploration expenditure, to improve profitability and debtservice ability. Capital expenditure in the sector is set to
fall dramatically. After a number of current large Liquefied
Natural Gas (LNG) projects in Queensland and Western
Australia, costing more than U.S.$150 billion, are delivered
in the next two years, there are no new projects to follow.
This cost cutting will impact future growth.
M&A activity is now starting to pick up as the
underperformance of the sector has highlighted value
in some stocks and pushed others into financial distress.
In the large-cap space this year, an oil & gas exploration
and development company has rejected an A$11.7 billion
(U.S.$8.1 billion) takeover bid and another producer has
begun an asset sale process to fix its over-leveraged balance
sheet. In the small-cap space, we are seeing mergers,
with two E&P companies agreeing a deal to improve cost
positions. Managements and boards are also under pressure,
with four listed oil & gas companies currently without,
or transitioning, CEOs.
So what is the outlook? Delivery of the current suite of
LNG projects is likely a key performance driver in the largecap, Australian energy sector. Typically, the LNG price is
linked to the oil price as a percentage – or pricing slope —
shrouded in competitive secrecy. We prefer producers that
have protection to the downside in oil price rather than
full-price participation. Equity value signals have improved
with the underperformance of the past 12 months and we
are becoming increasingly attracted to those companies with
lower cost bases, strong balance sheets and medium-term
growth options that yield a satisfactory return at a range
of oil prices up to U.S.$70 per barrel.

Conclusion
What next for the oil price? Trying to guess when prices
will rise (or fall) is not something we would attempt to do.
The only certainty is that we can expect price volatility
to continue for some time.
The Organisation of Exporting Petroleum Companies
(OPEC) certainly has the capability of solving the slump
in the oil price. However, if the markets are left to their
own devices, it is most likely that a rise to a more stable
price will be led by the U.S. cutting its oversupply.
A brief rally in the U.S. active drilling rig count — a
measure of oil & gas activity — has reversed and is setting
fresh lows for this downturn. Oil production in the U.S.
has reduced this year, a trend we expect to become more
pronounced over the next few months. The decline in
commodity prices in general means there could be a raft
of potential investment opportunities out there.
As ever though, when we look to identify high-quality
companies with sound finances and healthy cash flows, it
is essential to focus on every aspect of their fundamentals.
With this in mind, it is important to acknowledge that
exposure to oil prices is only one aspect with which we
can assess a stock’s long-term prospects.
Investment risks
Active Management does not ensure gains or protect
against market declines.
Investments in small-cap and mid-cap companies involve
a higher degree of risk and volatility than investments
in larger, more established companies.
Dividends represent past performance and there is no
guarantee they will continue to be paid.

“…M&A activity is now starting to pick up
as the underperformance of the sector
has highlighted value in some stocks and
pushed others into financial distress.”
Michael Slack, Head of Australian Equity Research
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